Gated (99m)Tc-tetrofosmin SPECT for discriminating infarct from artifact in fixed myocardial perfusion defects.
Soft-tissue attenuation artifacts generally appear as fixed perfusion-scan defects. Gated (99m)Tc-tetrofosmin SPECT may help differentiate myocardial infarction (MI) from artifacts, as fixed defects with decreased function (wall motion and thickening) probably represent MI, whereas attenuation artifacts represent preserved function. Ungated stress and gated rest (99m)Tc-tetrofosmin SPECT was performed on 153 consecutive patients referred for evaluation of coronary artery disease. From stress and summed gated rest images, 107 patients (70%) were identified with isolated fixed defects. The function of the defects was assessed semiquantitatively from gated stress images. The findings were correlated with clinical (history or electrocardiographic Q waves) evidence of MI. Of 62 patients with fixed defects and clinical MI, 60 (97%) had an abnormal defect function. Of 45 patients with no clinical MI, 16 (36%) had decreased function of the defect, possibly indicating silent MI. In 29 of the 45 patients (64%) with no clinical MI, defect function was normal. Because most (90%) fixed defects with normal systolic function occurred in men with inferior fixed defects (87%) or women with anterior fixed defects (3%), these were most likely attenuation artifacts. By reclassifying the condition of patients with fixed defects and normal function as normal, patients with unexplained fixed defects (no clinical MI) decreased from 29% to 10%. Gating adds considerable value to (99m)Tc-tetrofosmin SPECT myocardial perfusion imaging in characterizing fixed defects and potentially improves test specificity.